Wonderful West Viginia Magazine

POWER PLAY
West Virginia becomes the first state with electric car
charging stations at all its state lodge and resort parks.
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Electric car charging stations can now be found at nine West
Virginia state parks and resorts, with more coming soon.

W

hen Collin Williams of
Berkeley Springs learned
that electric vehicle
charging stations had
recently been installed at
nearby Cacapon Resort
State Park, he grabbed a
friend, jumped into his
Chevrolet Volt, and headed to the park. They enjoyed a
fine lunch at the park restaurant while his plug-in hybrid
Chevy enjoyed a recharge.
“If you use an electric vehicle, you go to places
based on your ability to charge while you’re there,”
says Williams, vice president of sales and marketing at
Mountain View Solar, a Berkeley Springs–based solar
power and storage company. “Our office is just a few
miles from the park, so it’s a convenient place to have
lunch anyway. The plugs just make it more attractive to
go there.”
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Relax and Recharge

Drivers of electric and hybrid-electric vehicles can now
be assured they can make the drive to their favorite state
lodge park destinations like Cacapon and get back on the
road without worrying about running out of power. West
Virginia State Parks now have 35 electric vehicle (EV)
charging stations available statewide.
This new service began in fall 2016 with the installation
of two charging stations at Pipestem Resort State Park in
Summers County. Since then, similar stations have been
installed at Blackwater Falls, Cacapon, Canaan Valley,
Chief Logan Lodge, Hawks Nest, Stonewall Resort, Twin
Falls Resort, and Tygart Lake. North Bend State Park will
have the EV chargers soon.
“We’re opening the door to a whole new demographic,”
says Paul Redford, Lodge and Resort district administrator
for the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources’ Parks
and Recreation Section. Redford says state parks officials
anticipate the installation of chargers will make parks more
attractive to visitors from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia,
Washington, D.C., and even as far away as Canada.
“West Virginia will be the first state that has EV chargers
at all of its lodge parks. With all the interstate systems
running through the state, West Virginia is a perfect location
for the strategic placement of electric vehicle servicing
equipment,” Redford says. “Perhaps they’ll stop on their way
through the state and visit one of our parks to charge up,
and once they visit us, we hope our genuine hospitality and
superb overnight facilities will bring them back.”
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Not long after the charging stations were installed at
Cacapon, the Electric Vehicle Association of Greater
Washington, D.C., made the hour-and-a-half drive just to
pay the park a visit. They heard about this initiative through
the West Virginia Electric Auto Association.
In an effort to attract similar plugged-in visitors,
Cacapon Superintendent Scott Fortney recently posted a
sign at the park entrance with a graphic icon indicating
that charging stations are available. “I thought it would be
awesome to put it up to catch the attention of drivers on
Route 522, a busy local highway,” he says. Fortney says the
signage at the park entrance has prompted some electric car
owners—who routinely traverse the highway past the park
heading to or from Virginia—to stop and see what Cacapon
has to offer. A few even decided to stay overnight and enjoy
the facilities.
There are also smartphone apps that help electric vehicle
drivers find places to recharge, and those directories now
include West Virginia’s state parks. Fortney hopes that, as
word gets out about the free-to-use charging stations, the
stations at his park will be filled every weekend. “We’re
really preparing for the future as technology improves and
more and more travelers buy electric and hybrid vehicles,”
he says. “This is a good way to encourage them to visit West
Virginia as they plan their vacations and business trips.”
Funding for the charging stations comes in part from a
$45,000 grant provided by the U.S. Department of Energy
through the West Virginia Office of Energy section. The
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Cacapon Resort State Park Superintendent Scott Fortney added a sign
at the park entrance advertising its free charging stations. The signs
have already drawn in some electric car drivers.
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Plugged In
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Funding for the car charging stations has come, in part, through a grant from
the U.S. Department of Energy and a donation by electric carmaker Tesla.

Level 2 stations, which can accommodate one vehicle at a
time, produce 240 volts and between 30 and 80 amps.
Electric vehicle manufacturer Tesla heard about this
initiative and joined the movement to bring chargers to
state parks as well. Tesla provided its proprietary chargers
and covered the cost of installation. The first three of
these Tesla chargers were installed in February 2017 at
Cacapon Resort, and 21 more have since been installed at
other lodge parks. “The cost of fully charging an electric
car is negligible, and we are already seeing guests either
stay the night or come for a day visit, eat in our restaurants,
and shop in the gift shops while waiting for their cars to
charge back up,” says West Virginia State Parks Chief Sam
England. “We see this as an additional service to the public,
a way to attract a whole new demographic of guest.”
But above the financial benefits, the installation of
charging stations also fits with part of the mission of West
Virginia State Parks: to promote conservation by preserving
and protecting natural areas of the state while providing
outdoor recreational opportunities. “We are giving electric
car owners an opportunity to plug in, while unplugging
and enjoying what our beautiful state parks have to offer,”
Redford says. w
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